A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
a year extra—and so on. Dudley, the vastly wealthy son of that
Dudley who had been tax-gatherer for Henry VII, became Earl
of Warwick; Wriothesley, with his very large fortune out of
monastic land, became Lord Southampton; Edward Seymour,
now Lord Protector and head of the state, became Duke of
Somerset. It will be remembered that the title of Duke connoted
a connection with royalty.
The Divine Right of Kings. On February 20 Cranmer
crowned little Edward and sang High Mass himself in West-
minster Abbey on that occasion, the chief interest of which was
his coming forward and making the first declaration of the Divine
Sight of Kings.
This strange doctrine was a necessary corollary to the de-
struction of the Papal power, and the substitution of the King
for the Pope as announced by Cranmer, and it was maintained
for many generations after, until the breakdown of the monarchy
with the expulsion of the Stuarts. This doctrine affirmed that
the King of England ruled under the special authority of God,
having no superior on earth, there being no appeal on earth
from his decisions. It was the duty of the subject to obey him
in all things without resistance.
The Scottish Expedition. In the summer of that first year,
1547, the Protector Somerset led a large army into Scotland
by the usual coast road, Dunbar to Edinburgh. It included a
number of foreign mercenaries, especially gunners, whom we
shall find later helping to establish the new religion. The
Scottish and English armies met just outside Edinburgh, at
Pinkie, on September 4, where Somerset gained a complete
victory; but after garrisoning right up to the Tay he hurried
back to England, knowing the insecurity of his position in
London. For it must be remembered that each member of the
clique was ready to conspire against his fellows. Somerset's
raid into Scotland had been undertaken with the object of
weakening the power of the Guises, and the rising Calvinist
faction in that country was on the English side. Henceforward
for half a century, as Calvinist enthusiasm increased, it worked
for the destruction of the old Scottish national independence and
indirectly for the object which every successive English Govern-
ment kept in mind—the subjection of Scotland to England.
The Attempt at Religious Revolution.   The disappear-
ance of Henry VHI, who was as strongly attached to Catholic
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